By all accounts, the number of anti-Semitic incidences—including violent attacks on synagogues, businesses and individuals—has reached a postwar high across Europe. Official responses and those of community leaders have varied, as have explanations. Some point to the re-emergence of age-old European attitudes or populist political parties while others suggest a link to Europe’s changing demographic or a reflection of the unresolved Israeli-Palestinian conflict. This Conversation will explore the current situation of Jewish communities in light of Europe’s past and with a view toward the future. Center Director Ron Linden will moderate. Audience and school participation (both at Pitt and via remote connection) is welcome. To join remotely, please contact kma69@pitt.edu.

Panelists:

Gunther Jikeli of Indiana University, author of *Muslim Antisemitism in Europe*.

Ben Judah, author and journalist, who has written on Britain’s Jews for *Politico* and *Tablet*.

Andrew Srulevitch, Director of European Affairs and Assistant Director of International Affairs for the Anti-Defamation League

David Weinberg, Professor Emeritus, Wayne State University and author of *Recovering a Voice: West European Jewish Communities after the Holocaust*.
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